Editors note

You may feel you are not achieving
anything but nothing could be further
from the truth. You are all inspirational ,
With the rapid growth in our movement I
just talking to people and breaking down
would like to take this opportunity to
barriers is a paramount important first
explain our present situation for the
step. Spreading the word creates a sea
benefit of new and some old members.
in which we can swim.
NBU is not a political party, under the
unfair first past the post system small
parties can not hope to win seats, UKIP
after 25 years for example have no MP's.
We have no interest in wasting time
effort and money fighting every five
years in elections we will not win.

We are getting noticed, recently
appearing on ITV Ireland and about to
record an interview with ITV Wales, we
also will be featuring in a documentary
coming up on Vice. People are talking
about us which in turn helps us grow
even bigger. So if you are looking for
flashing lights and bells you may be
Our aim is to get fellow fascists into
disappointed but if you want steady
town halls by standing as Independent
growth and really care about your
candidates, which we have already had
community then NBU is your natural
success doing. Also members should join
home.
club/sports committees, school councils,
all types of community or campaigning
groups, this way we will be laying
concrete foundations for the future. This
was a tried and tested tactic carried out
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by Mussolini's Blackshirts back in the
twenties and used by Mosley in the
Articles by David Clarke
thirties to have people in place for when
Articles by Northern Scot
crisis came about.
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Officers page
People not politicians isn't just a slogan
Book review
it is what NBU is all about. This approach
Top ten Mosley lies
is low key and often covert so not suited
to would be politicians interested only in
The Blackshirt is a FREE publication.
flag waving wearing rosettes and
thinking of how much they can make! The views expressed in this publication are
NBU want people willing to work for the not necessarily those held by either The
benefit of our country and folk in their Blackshirt, this publication’s editor, or by
own communities concentrating on local anyone else associated with the publication
itself.
issues and local politics.
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This publication and its editor reserve the
right to edit any and all contents when and
Every officer is a local hero in my eyes,
where considered necessary.
they have truly stood up to be counted. I All artwork, photographs and articles
cannot stress enough how important it is remain the intellectual property of the
to have people in place ready to lead.
original artists and photographers.

THE COMING
IMPLOSION
By David Clarke
What is going to happen when our
European countries are over-run by
blacks, browns, yellows, including
Muslims and Semites?

be further famines, water shortages and
an increasing incentive for these people
to migrate to the West. A few years ago,
in Canada, you would never see a jet
black Central African - now you see them
everywhere.

Are we, as Blackshirts, willing to endure
the end of our European civilizations to
accommodate these migrating millions?
It has been calculated that the Earth is
Mosley certainly would have said NO!
capable of sustaining 2.2 billion people
at a socio-economic level equivalent to
the developed countries of the West. At
present, there are 7.5 billion people on
Earth and within a few decades there
will be 10.5 billion.
What does that mean for the West? As
millions of these people from underdeveloped countries enter our societies
they draw on our resources, water, food,
housing, medical services, employment
insurance (the dole) and other
government services - all to the
detriment of our western life style.

DEMOCRACY
DOES NOT WORK
By David Clarke

So too, these people are not used to
limiting family size so that they have
sufficient resources to raise children.
Once raised in poverty or on the dole, The noted comedian, John Cleese, who
their children will have little desire to is under attack for declaring that London
work. They will take the dole as the
is not an English city anymore, also
natural course of things.
declared that "democracy doesn't work"
in an interview on You Tube.
This is exactly the same situation that
Sir Oswald Mosley saw in the 1930's in
To back up his statement, 60% of
the BUF and again in the Union
London's population is not AngloMovement into the 1970's. He always
European. 40% of London's population
said: "Britain should be for Britons first,
were not born in England. Finally,
the Dominions second and the rest not at
330,000 Anglo-Europeans have left
all."
London in one year to escape being
overwhelmed by the black and brown
As climates change, and areas that
flood of immigrants.
already cannot support their populations
are even more under pressure, there will John Cleese has decided to permanently

leave England for the sunny shores of
No one can forget the sight of large
Nevis Island in the Caribbean. Nevis
numbers of whom the majority
Island is part of the Federation of St.
wear males, who marched in to and
Kitts and Nevis. The bulk of the
through Europe, all thanks to Angela
population are descendants of West
Merkel and the EU opening the doors of
African slaves brought there to produce
Europe.
sugar. Nevis is also an offshore tax haven
for the rich and for criminals laundering
We still read of and see on news
money. Nevis has a British style
broadcasts, the never ending numbers of
education system and according to
yet again, mainly young males, from
Cleese, the population is pleasant and Third World countries in the Middle East
well educated.
and Saharan Africa, looking to set up
home in Europe.
No less than Churchill said something not
too dis-similar to John Cleese: "that
democracy is the worst form of
Government except for all those other
forms that have been tried from time to
time." (1947, House of Commons). Too
bad Mosley's ideas were never tried. The
corporatist state he envisioned, where
everyone had a voice, which is a staple
of the NBU platform, just might have
been the answer to all the problems of
democracy.
I suspect that most Blackshirts would
agree that democracy has let us down
and produced a dictatorship of the LeftLabour-Liberals, Conservatives and
cultural Marxists.

Now a new wave of migrants claiming
asylum in Western Europe has started,
this time from those in South American
nations.
In the New York Times, dated 11th June
2019, an article appeared, written
by Melissa Vida`Migrants unwelcome in
the US, look to Europe.
The report states that "The number
seeking asylum in Europe has increased
nearly 4,000 percent in the last decade,
according to official figures, and the
rate of arrivals is accelerating. Nearly
7,800 applied for asylum in Europe last
year, up from 4,835 in 2017"

Another migrant With an economic poverty felt by many
like El Salvador, Venezuela
front opens on inandcountries
Mexico along with the drug gang
warfare in South America, it is of no
surprise that thousands of South
Europe, yet the Americans
now view Europe as the place
once they arrive on
media in Britain to claim asylum,planes.
The New York Times reports on an El
stays silent Salvadorian
lady, Ms Marroquin, aged 53,
Article by NorthernScot

who decided that attempting to get into
the USA, was a waste of time, so headed
across the Atlantic to Europe.

The NYT stated that Ms Marroquin told
them that; "Going to the United States
would be crazy right now", citing the
Trump administration push for tougher
immigration policies.

eventually head for nations, such as
Germany, Holland, Britain, Sweden,
whose economies offer the greater
chances of work and possibly
government assistance?

Ms Marroquin who has a 27 year old son The New York Times report stated that;"
explained that she feared for his life due Ms Marroquin said that most of the rest
to the increasing violence by gangs. Her of her family lived in the United States,
other son who now resides in Belgium but she expressed satisfaction with her
and the NYT report stated that, the son decision to come to Belgium, adding that
had "filled out the paperwork to allow she felt her son David was now safe. She
her, along with her husband, her
said that she expected others to take
daughter and her 27 year old son, David,
the same path.
to enter as tourists.
"More are going to come here" she said.
"When she had saved enough money, she
booked ha flight to Brussels. A few days
later after arriving, they applied for
asylum."

Did Facebook
Europe it seems does not require visa`s
actually do
for those entering from South American
nations, whilst America does.
Patriot groups a
Ms Marroquin was not the only example
reported on. The NYT`s also reported on
good turn.
a Mr Hernandez how flow to Spain with

hotel reservation details with him, to
Article by Northernscot
show the authorities that he was arriving
as a tourist. Mr Hernandez we are told
Recently, Facebook and other social
applied for asylum in March 2018, but
because of the backlog of asylum claims media sites removed what they called
`Far-Right hate organisations` from
in Spain, it would be many years before
their internet sites.
the Spanish authorities made a full
decision on his claim. He has found work
Their aim was to remove links and
on a pig farm, near Barcelona.
discussions by such groups
members,
supporters. In reality, they
The top three destinations for South
Americans claiming asylum in Europe are aimed to stop Patriots posting pictures
and articles that the liberal left
Spain, Italy and Belgium. Yet those three
nations are hardly economic drivers in leaning groups did not want the average
voter from knowing about.
the EU, which must beg the question, if
asylum is granted to a growing number
What they consider as a victory, could
of South Americans, will they not

actually backfire over the coming
ballot box. It even gained the BNP two
months, if Patriot groups and
MEP`s.
Nationalists groups, go back to the
basics, when exposing the system and Sadly, this growth in local campaigning ,
the airbrushing of news, that Patriot
door to door leafleting and
organisations, regularly challenged via
canvassing, weakened due to social
social media.
media. There grew a lack of activists
willing to come forward and stand in
Back in the 1970`s through to the late
elections. Social media left a fair
1980`s Patriot organisations were very number of members and supporters as
street active and membership of such social media activists. This was a grave
organisations grew and grew.
error in the Patriot organisations.
The coming of social media whilst it has Now the likes of Facebook or Leftbook as
it`s plus points, slowly turned many
some call it have removed all trace of
activists in to commentators via social Patriot groups from their pages. So how
media. This suited the
and what must be done by
system/authorities for a as it slowly took supporters/members of such Patriot
a fair number of activists away from the
groups?
front line.
The New British Union along with all
other Patriot groups must return to
street activity, by-passing Leftbook and
other social media sites. Street activity
can still see demonstrations, but the
real work that saw the likes of the BNP
grow a membership of over 13,000 was
by engaging with local media via letter
writing, the production of campaign
leaflets, that keep the wording legal and
delivered to local households and in
town/city centres, on local and national
It is true to say that the BNP the likes of
issues.
the EDL still saw supporters turning out
at demos, but how many demo`s
Yes, it sounds a bit boring, but it was
actually achieved anything? That was the exactly those activities that saw the
trap cleverly laid down by the
heady days of the 1970`s and 1980`s
authorities.
when it came to membership and
activity.
At the height of the BNP during the
1980-90`s`s, the party had dozens of
Targeted housing estates where
councillors, Town and City councillors delivered leaflets on issues that effected
along with a fair number of parish
those households, local or national.
councillors. Even the National Front
Leaflets/handouts had a membership
gained some victories. Such groups were application form or a find out more
starting to slowly break through via the

about the X organisation with a postal
address or website addtess.

Maybe that sounds quite boring. But it
was the method that saw thousands
upon thousands joining Patriot groups
It was amazing how groups membership and gained Patriots willing to stand in
and support grew, for the simple reason,
elections elected.
those householders were able to read
about our campaigns and beliefs in the
Remember, stopping another new
comfort of their own homes.
mosque application or saying no to yet
more and more asylum seekers from the
Colleges were also targeted for handout Third World being placed (dumped) in
leaflets. The left went bonkers, but it your towns and cities can be done within
gained us many young activists.
the corridors of Town and City Council
Chambers. We in the NBU also believe in
local-ism, where local shops carry local
goods. Far too many shops in our towns
are now empty. A new vision is needed
for them and we have the answers.
So it`s up to you, will you kick things off
again in your local area. Two Patriots
enacting such 1970`s-80`s successful;
methods, will over a short period of time
become, 3 or 4 or 5 in that group. That
group will eventually become in the
dozens.
It worked before, lets make it work once
In the corridors of town and city halls,
again. It`s time to dump social media for
real power to make change is
our campaigns and by-pass the Hard-Left
embedded. As long as activists kept to
groups, the authorities and start to
social media or the next demo
remind the masses of decent working
continued, the mainstream/lamestream
class Brits, that WE speak for them and
parties carried on with controlling the
not the Lamestram political parties.
destiny of our towns and city folk.
It is time now for ALL Patriot groups to
return to the 1970`s- 80`s style of
campaigning, away from the police who
cage in demo`s. It is time to take up
local issues and national issues whether
handing out leaflets in the High Streets
or a campaign table in the town centre.
It is time to return to those housing
estates, to show that Patriots have the
answers and the willingness to help local
communities.

HAVE YOUR SAY

dream of a country where people are
free to speak as they wish without the
fear of imprisonment and the label of a
War has come. Our enemy seeks to
"racist", when all we wish for is a fair
completely obliterate us. Their goal is
and just society where we no longer
not to make us submit, but to remove
pander to foreign people who wish to
us. But we will not submit. We will not
come to OUR country and inflict their
be removed. We will fight tooth and nail
own beliefs on us. The state of our
for our existence, and in the end, we
country is NOT ok, and I can't sit and
will win. We will push back the foriegn
watch any longer. Action needs to be
hordes, again and again and again, as
made.
our ancestors have done in Europe. We
Message: So glad that I've discovered
have their blood in our veins, and we
you!Terry Martin sent me a friend
must protect it. Our ancestors are urging
us to fight. To fight to secure the future request on Facebook and then added me
of our descendants. To fight for the to New British Union secret group. In the
future of our homelands. To fight for the past I've joined The National Front and
future of the world! Our once beloved Britain First. But it all seems to be about
nation has lost it's mind. Communist egos and no-one wants to work together.
tendencies can be seen in our children, Your movement appears to actually want
to bring about change. When I was
and the generation before mine has
pushed this on us. But do not despair, younger I was an ideal ogical socialist/
hope is not lost. We can still win. All we communist, actively involved with The
Socialist Workers Party but the left do
have to do its stand up. It will not be
not
have a clue concerning real change.
easy, and it will not be a short struggle,
I am an admirer of Oswald Mosley and
but if we work together we can
overcome. We must look at our children, consider that a true revolution can only
and think of the world we will leave for come from the right. I would love to be
a part of what you are seeking to
them. We must create a world where
they can live in peace and harmony. We achieve so please do contact me. I am
available to help in anyway I can.
will rise in triumph, and we shall not
fail!
Ken
Cody Benoun (US Blackshirt)
The quiet revolution
Message: We need to be in control of
our own future. As Aristotle once said
"tolerance and apathy are the last
It is indeed refreshing to see intelligence
virtues of a dying society", and many and new tactics like this. I don't know, of
people today, although they think the
course, how many Independents from
way they do, show apathy towards
the NBU have made it into town council
change, and imply tolerance as a result. elections; but the premise is absolutely
We are living in a dying society that
correct.Too many "parties," there in
seems happy to let the government
Britain and here in the US, have done
decide how their future will rest. I
the same old thing and expected
different results; as Einstein said, that's

one definition of insanity. Far too many labour in crisis and other anti patriot
have been "costume clubs" that never efforts being slammed more online and
ran a single candidate for anything. Now, even on the streets we can have the
on a national level, we all know that the pleasure of not being attacked unlike
entrenched powers will not be unseated BNP when far left attacks were new and
by a third party coming at them in
interesting to many leftists but now they
elections. BUT THAT ISN'T REALLY THE are old and their true faces are coming
POINT! The point is to get people, on a out in fact I saw a story about a man in a
grass-roots level, to start thinking
wheelchair arguing I think with antfia or
"outside the box" in the first place.
taking part in a right wing demo one of
Fascist revolution is, first and foremost, the thugs threw water on the man. So as
a revolution in THOUGHT. Other forms
they go into chaos we can only rise .
may well be needed later -- but this is
the place to start.
Comrade D.C
Seth Tryssen
Just a quick update... My family and I
Message: When the BNP saw a short
are still awaiting finalisation of the
lived but good surge in support and
purchase of our new home, but due to
increase of its numbers it was because it the not entirely unexpected faffing
appealed to local issues and local people around and nonsense from solicitors we
under the slogan rights for whites it was are still living in a field (entering week
this that lifted them up to their status of four)! We have already survived two
being well known but it was stopped by "yellow weather warnings" and several
anti fascist and anti patriot efforts as other less exciting indignities, which if
well as labour and they call themselves nothing else has brought us together and
the party of the normal Joe. But also
strengthened our resolve. I have
combat 18 was formed to protect
contacted Ken in Bristol and recieved a
against these attacks but soon became very positive response from him. I will
its own force and ruined BNP efforts to keep up correspondence with him later
not seem nazi but due to using a symbol
this week and fill him in on any
used by nazi officers and printing off developments. I would like to say thank
nazi propganda under BNP it helped
you for including excerpts of my letter
degrade the party largely. So New British to the NBU in the Blackshirt newsletter. I
Union must not make the same mistakes would very much like to contribute with
like that do not allow us to be attacked further articles of a more pointed and
this can be achieved by it taking part in specific nature in the near future. This is
large scale demos and not running out just a quick catchup message to let you
for a punch up which many BNP
know that although I'm still struggling
members did. We must appeal locally with the important business of daily life
and get involved getting support we
as it is for us, I am highly motivated to
need but not getting attacked at the
begin working towards building a base
same time its a perfect idea that can't
for NBU operations in my area when
wrong it worked for BNP it can work for
things settle.
NBU without getting attacked by anyone
Sean (Cornwall Blackshirt)
or thing as antfia falls to chaos and
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NBU East Anglia Regional Officer

BRITISH UNION OF
FASCISTS MARCHING SONG

Comrades, the voices of the dead
battalions,
of those who fell that Britain might be
great,
join in our song, for they still march in
spirit with us,
and urge us on to gain the Fascist state!

My name is Claire Ambler, & I've lived in
Great Yarmouth, Norfolk since 2000. My
We’re of their blood, and spirit of their
interest in right-wing politics, policies,
spirit,
way of life, Etc. started when I was 9
sprung from that soil for whose dear
years old, in primary school learning
sake they bled,
about the Nazi's. I was introduced to the
against vested powers, Red Front, and
New British Union in summer 2014, by a
massed ranks of reaction,
now former member, decided to “check
we lead the fight for freedom and for
them out” - & the rest is history! I've
bread!
been Regional Officer for approx 3 years,
& enjoy being part of this movement –
The streets are still, the final struggle’s
although it hasn't always been easy!
ended;
(especially where “relatives” are
flushed with the fight we proudly hail
concerned!). Outside of the NBU, I work
the dawn!
part-time, pursue several hobbies & look
See, over all the streets the Fascist
after my two pet cats. I'd like to make
banners waving,
the public more aware of the NBU, so
triumphant standards of our race reborn!
any potential members or those with an
interest in right-wing – please get in
touch!
Sung to the tune of the Horst Wessel
Song
officer@newbritishunion.co.uk
Each verse is repeated twice
Lyrics by E. D. Randall

COFFEE MORNING GET
TOGETHER

Good Day and welcome to
a brand new edition of
'ASYLUM'.
Today's program features another chance
to take part in our exciting competition:
HIJACK A TRUCK
and win
A COUNCIL HOUSE !
We've already given away hundreds of
millions of pounds and thousands of
dream homes, courtesy of our sponsor,
The British Taxpayer.
And don't forget, we're now the fastest
growing game on the planet.

We can announce that the next NBU
London Blackshirt coffee morning will be
on Saturday August 31st, 2019. RV point Anyone can play, provided they don't
will be at the Monument to the Great already hold a valid British Passport, and
you only need one word of English:
Fire of London (the actual monument 'ASYLUM'
not the tube station), from 09:45am to
Prizes include all-expenses-paid
10:00am, on the side facing King William
accommodation,
cash benefits starting
Street.
at £180 a week and a chance to earn
thousands more begging, mugging,
(In the event of rain please do revert to
burgling, drug pushing and accosting
the nearby Monument tube station
drivers at traffic lights.
entrance overlooking The Monument.)
This competition is open to everyone
Please be there punctually and please do buying a ticket or stowing away on one
not share this information with anyone of our partner airlines, ferry companies
who isn't a full party member, or who
or Eurostar.
you know is unlikely to attend.
If you already know where the venue is No application ever refused - reasonable
then please go there directly for
or unreasonable.
10:00am, and if you are running late and All you have to do is destroy all your
would like to attend after 10:00am then
papers and remember the magic
please notify our Twitter page here by
password:
direct
'ASYLUM'
A few years ago, 140 members of a
https://twitter.com/NbuLondon
Taliban family from Afghanistan were
There is no dress code, although donning
flown Goat Class from Kabul to our
black shirts or t-shirts will make it much international gateway at Stansted where
easier for us to identify you.
local law enforcement officers were on
hand to fast-track them to their luxury

£200-a-night rooms in the fabulous four COUNTRY AND CIVILISATION THAT HAS
star Hilton Hotel.
MADE THIS ALL POSSIBLE, COURTESY
OF GEORGE SOROS AND THE GLOBALIST
They joined tens of thousands of other LIBERAL POLITICIANS! WE GUARANTEE
lucky winners already staying in hotels YOU WILL NOT BE FLOGGED, HANGED
all over Britain .......
OR BEHEADED AS YOU WOULD BE IN
Our most popular destinations also
THE SHIT-HOLE COUNTRY YOU COME
include the White Cliffs of Dover and the
FROM!
world famous Toddington Services area,
PLEASE FORWARD THIS TO EVERY
in Historic Bedfordshire.
BRITISH TAXPAYER YOU KNOW – WHICH
DOES NOT INCLUDE MP’s OF COURSE AS
If you still don't understand the rules,
THEY PAY NO TAX!
don't forget, there's no need to phone a
friend or ask the audience
Just apply for legal aid.
Hundreds of lawyers, social workers and
counsellors are waiting to help - FREE
It won't cost you a penny.
It could change your life forever.
So play today.
Iraqi terrorists, Afghan dissidents,
Albanian gangsters, Rwandan mass
murderers, Somali guerrillas and of
course ANY Pakistani or Islamic...the list
is endless
EVERYONE IS WELCOME - INCLUDING
ALL YOUR OWN WIVES AND CHILDREN
COME ON DOWN !
Get along to the airport !Get along to
the lorry park !
Get along to the ferry terminal !Don't
stop in Germany or France !
All European countries will willingly
speed you on your way !
Come straight to Britain
And you are:
**** GUARANTEED ****
to be one of tens of thousands of lucky
winners in the easiest game on earth.
Everyone's a winner, when they play
'ASYLUM'
AND DON’T FORGET – ONCE YOU
ARRIVE, FEEL FREE TO DEMONSTRATE
AND EXPRESS YOUR HATE FOR THE

BOOK REVIEW

"This is why Mad Hatter is a work of
fiction - not a biography of my father,
not a memory of my own experience of
his absence, nor even a tricky creative
non-fiction, though elements of those
genres do punctuate the story. And this
is why, after a lifetime of active waiting,
the actual writing took so long - twelve
years of exploratory writing and
research followed by six years of full-on
intentional writing. I had to take hold of
my experience, take charge of it and
make it part of my identity by creating
the memories which have been denied
me and which I have hungered for all my
life."
"Key issues have been: censorship,
taboo, shame and humiliation, silence,
secrecy; reclamation of emotional
memory through various means, the
tipping points being sculpture and
writing. Once I had reclaimed the
memory of unconditional love for my
father I had to surrender to an
The story of a Blackshirt overwhelming and debilitating process of
grieving his death. The reclamation and
officer based on fact
grieving have been most painful and the
Quote from Afterword: "Mad Hatter is my most rewarding, because they have
given me back my humanity."
father's story as imagined by me, based
on historical and family research. It took
more than fifty years to arrive at the
place where I could begin my first
tentative attempts to write this book. I
had to wait for the shame-induced fog to
clear in order to reveal to myself the
simple facts of this deeply emotional
story. I had to believe these facts as real
and not simply a story I'd grown up with;
and then I had to transform them into a
story laced with memory and
imagination. I had to hone my craft as a
writer until I was sufficiently skilled in
imagining believably what could not be
verified by memory."

- Amanda Hale, January 2019

TOP TEN LIES
TOLD ABOUT
MOSLEY AND
THE BUF

to vote in local elections – the young,
the unemployed, and most women did
not get a vote.
2. Oswald Mosley and his supporters
were anti-Semitic.
Oswald Mosley never criticised anybody
for what they were born. But he didn’t
believe that Jews were the only people
in the world immune from criticism.
Oswald Mosley criticised some Jews for
what they did, not all Jews for what
they were. That’s why Jews like John
Beckett (British Union Director of
Publications), Bill Leaper (Editor of the
Blackshirt) and Harold Soref (later Tory
M.P. for Ormskirk), and the Jewish boxer
Kid Lewis had no problem supporting
him.
3. Members of British Union attacked
Jews and Communists.

The British Union Regulations forbade
members to carry weapons or engage in
unprovoked attacks on opponents,
regardless of their race or political
1. The people of East London rose up allegiance, on pain of instant dismissal.
and defeated Oswald Mosley at the
These Regulations were always strictly
Battle of Cable Street.
enforced. No such embargo appears to
The Battle of Cable Street wasn’t fought
have existed among British Union’s
between Blackshirts and the people of Communist and Jewish opponents. For
East London. It was fought between the example, both Claude Cockburn and
police and communists imported from all Jacob ‘Jack the Spot’ Comacho boast in
over Britain. Ten days after Cable Street their memoirs about the weapons, which
the Blackshirts marched to Limehouse in included razors, axes, knives, and iron
East London where Mosley spoke to over bars, that some Jews / Communists
100,000 people amid scenes of
used to assault men and women
considerable enthusiasm. In the local
members of British Union.
elections 6 months later, nearly 25% of
the people of East London voted for
4. People who joined Oswald Mosley
Oswald Mosley which was an astonishing
were violent thugs.
result considering that the vote was
restricted to house owners. In the 1930s Among the people who joined Mosley
were Henry Williamson, who wrote
only heads of households had the right

‘Tarka the Otter’; Jorian Jenks, the
After the War he founded the ‘Associate
pioneer of organic farming; Spike
Movement’ for Black immigrants who
Milligan, the comedian; Donald
supported his ideas. It was run by an
Marendaz, the racing driver; and Dennis
African Airline Pilot and an Indian
Lucan, DFM, the famous RAF Dambuster.
Solicitor.
Members who served as speakers at
7. Oswald Mosley was financed by the
outdoor meetings or sold party
Nazis.
newspapers on street corners were often
subject to razor attack by Communists
following their party’s instruction to After the War, Oswald Mosley challenged
“Clear the Blackshirts off the streets!” the Labour Government to go through
the British Union account books and
Therefore active members had to
become proficient at self-defence or bank transactions and find any evidence
of donations by foreign governments.
face horrific injuries. Although they
never started fights they certainly knew The Labour Government, which hated
Mosley, produced no such evidence that
how to finish them.
he had been financed by Germany, Italy
or any other country. Subsequent
5. Oswald Mosley and his British Union
were pro-German ‘Fifth Columnists’. research by historians, journalists, and
academics have also failed to produce a
Oswald Mosley was pro-British not pro- single piece of evidence to support the
German. He was against fighting a War claim that Oswald Mosley or his political
in which 60-million people died unless movement received finance from foreign
Great Britain or its Commonwealth were countries. The fact was – British Union
attacked. But when War was declared he
was financed by donations from
instructed all members in the Armed thousands of patriotic British people who
Services to strictly obey their orders and believed their fellow countrymen and
all other supporters to fight to the death women deserved better than long-term
if invaded to drive the foreigners from unemployment, hunger and war. There is
our shores. Nobody who was a member however clear evidence that the British
of his party when War was declared was Communist Party, the Labour Party, and
ever charged or convicted of treason.
the Conservative Party have all in the
But many members who obeyed Mosley’s past received donations from overseas
call died fighting for their country.
sources.
6. Oswald Mosley and his supporters
hated Black people.

8. Oswald Mosley’s Blackshirts
wouldn’t fight for Britain in World War
Two.

Oswald Mosley was against immigration,
not immigrants. He believed multiThe first two casualties of WW2 were
racism undermined cultural cohesion in RAF Gunners George Brocking and Ken
both communities and was driven by Big Day who died on the second day of war
Business wanting to exploit immigrants attacking the German fleet. They were
as cheap labour. Mosley produced
both members of Mosley’s British Union.
constructive proposals to give everybody The very first of the armada of ‘Little
a fair deal in their country of origin. Ships’ to arrive at Dunkirk in May 1940 to

rescue British troops from the beaches
was sailed over by Eric Piercy and Colin
Dick. They were both members of
Oswald Mosley’s British Union.
9. Oswald Mosley and British Union
were against trade unions.
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Far from being against trade unions,
https://www.bitchute.com/channel/
Mosley wanted trade unionists to
become majority stakeholders in the
newbritishunion/
companies that employed them. Under
the Corporate State that British Union Visit NBU Store for stickers, flyers and
proposed, working people would share in
your official members badge
the ownership and running of the
companies they worked for. All profits
would be shared fairly between
workforce and managers – not among
absentee shareholders. Instead of
starting strikes which solve nothing,
trade unionists would take responsibility
for ensuring companies were run more https://newbritishunion.co.uk/Welco
me/news.html
efficiently and profitably.
10. British Union members broke up Visit and share the updated NBU website
the meetings of political opponents.
Whilst many examples are recorded
where Mosley’s enemies tried to break
up his meetings to stop audiences from
hearing him speak, there are no known
reports in newspapers at the time
indicating that British Union members
retaliated by breaking up opponents’
meetings. All the famous political
disorders during the period that the
Blackshirts were active – Cable Street,
Olympia, Holbeck Moor and Liverpool
(where Mosley was knocked unconscious
by a brick) – involved attacks on Mosley
meetings and not attacks on Mosley’s
opponents meetings.
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